
 
Today’s youth are in trouble.  They are in desperate need of guidance to get them 
back to a place of emotional healing and social responsibility. THEY NEED MORE LOVE. 
After all is said and done, they are our future and it’s going to take the entire village 
to assist. 

Every day they face a barrage of negative influences from their peers, predators, dire 
family situations, social media, the news and bureaucratic red tape that often hinders 
more than it helps.  We believe in most cases they simply need to be shown the 
positivity of love, encouragement, understanding and given a platform of positive 
expression.  

I’m A SURVIVOR Mission and Tribute’s Spiritual Gift Shop have joined together to 
host the 1st Annual Love Fest in Downtown Bedford, Ohio, Saturday, July 13, 2019. 

Our theme this year is “Let’s Celebrate LOVE In Unity.” Our goal is to bring children, 
adults, organizations, businesses -- simply put “People” together for an afternoon of 
fun! This event will be hosted by our youth. We are planning Live Music, Dancing, 
Singing, Poetry and Spoken Word, Plays, and much more!  Our goal is to bring 
awareness that we care to our youth in a way that will impact their lives and the 
community, too!   

This is a “FREE” event without vendors or food trucks. We want to hand out water, 
snacks and hotdogs to all who attend.  

LOVE FEST 2019



Here’s a little about US! 

I’m A SURVIVOR Mission is a registered 501(c)3 Non-Profit 
community outreach organization, that unites communities by 
providing resources to SURVIVORS (children, parents, 
caregivers, siblings, friends, etc...). Our mission is to  
embrace  the community. We are all survivors of something 
and or someone. I’m A SURVIVOR Mission is here to make a 
difference! 

Tribute’s Spiritual Gift Shop opened its doors in November 
2014.  Since our opening we have become a neighborhood 
place where people pop in and get a hug or safe place to 
unburden their hearts. We have truly become more than a 
business, to us, it is a mission. It is an honor to be part of this 
event. 

With warm regards, 

I’m A SURVIVOR Mission   
Angela Green, Founder 
Phone:  (330) 998-1692 
Email: imasurvivormission@gmail.com 

Tribute’s Spiritual Gift Shop 
Carmen Carter, Owner 
Phone: (216) 926-9369 
Email:  tributesgiftshop@icloud.com 
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